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The episode of the near-sacrifice of Isaac at the hands of his father Abraham,
as recorded in Genesis 22, has elicited an immense variety of responses
from readers and commentators over the centuries. Modern reactions to the
biblical narrative are for the most part very different from those of the past,
and indeed one can almost use the exegesis of this chapter as a mirror in
which to discover the differing sensibilities of different ages reflected. This
is possible largely thanks to the laconic starkness of the biblical narrative,
admirably brought out in a famous passage by Erich Auerbach in his
Mimesis,' where he contrasts the technique of the biblical narrator with that
of Homer in the recognition scene in Book 19 of the Odyssey: in Homer we
have 'externalised, uniformly illuminated phenomena ... connected together, ... thoughts and feelings completely expressed, events taking place
in leisurely fashion, and with very little of suspense'. By contrast in Genesis
we find 'the externalisation of only so much of the phenomena as is
necessary for the purpose of the narrative ... all else is left in obscurity;
. .. thoughts and feelings remain unexpressed, are only suggested by the
silence and the fragmentary speeches; the whole ... remains mysterious and
fraught with background'.
In such a passage, then, silence may well be significant. Does this also
apply to the narrator's complete silence concerning Isaac's mother? This
question, very rarely asked by modern commentators, was one in which
both Jewish and (especially) Christian writers of the fourth, fifth and sixth
centuries AD took a considerable interest, coming up in a few cases with a
remarkably feminist interpretation.
The sources for the fourth to sixth centuries with which we shall be
concerned are written in three different languages and they all come from
the eastern Mediterranean littoral, modern Syria, Lebanon and Israel. All
the texts are homiletic in character, and witness to a lively tradition of
preaching in both synagogues and churches at that time; 2 those of Jewish
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provenance are written in Hebrew, while the Christian ones are either in

Abraham's own mouth. Thus an anonymous Syriac prose homily' from
about the end of the fourth century has:

Greek or in Syriac 3 Several of the Christian texts are in verse, but it is
probable that they were all used in a liturgical context. In the course of their
homiletic retelling of the dramatic narrative they may introduce Sarah either
at the departure of Abraham and Isaac, or at their return. Christian tradition
tends to be more interested in the former, and Jewish in the latter. Reference
to Sarah may also be made by Isaac at the site of the sacrifice. Why, during
this particular period, there should have been a particular interest in the role
of Sarah, is unclear, although once the topic had been introduced it clearly
caught the imagination of preachers of both faiths (especially in fourthcentury Syria there seems to have been considerable interaction between

Synagogue and Church in matters of biblical interpretation).
The narrative of Genesis 22 hangs in the air, not obviously connected
either with the events of Genesis 21 (the birth of Isaac), or with those of
Genesis 23, which opens with the death of Sarah. Jewish exegetical tradition normally saw a close connection in time - and sometimes a causal

connection as well- between the 'binding' (Akedah) of Isaac and the death
of Sarah, and this explains why the Jewish homilists who introduce Sarah
do so at the moment of Abraham and Isaac's return home. Connecting
Sarah's death chronologically with the Akedah has a further exegetical
consequence, for it allows the reader to deduce (by combining the data in
Genesis 17:17 and 23:1) that Isaac was no child at the time oftheAkedah
but was aged 37. On this understanding, no particular problem is raised
about his leaving home with his father without his mother's notice, a matter
which exercised the imagination of the many Christian (and a few Jewish)
homilists who preferred to link the events of Genesis 22 with those of the
preceding chapter (the birth of Isaac), and for whom, consequently, Isaac
was still a young child.

THE DEPARTURE SCENE'
How then do these homilists portray Sarah? As far as the departure of
Abraham and Isaac is concerned, the younger that Isaac is envisaged, the

greater the problem posed: how did Abraham manage to extract him from
his mother's care without the latter realising what he was about to do? A

variety of different possibilities were envisaged:
- Abraham tells Sarah nothing, and the reason for this is given by the
fourth-century Syriac poet Ephrem as follows: 'he did not reveal it to Sarah
since he had not been ordered to reveal it' .5

- Abraham again tells Sarah nothing, but the reasons for this are put into
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So Abraham rose early and took his only-begotten son to set off, whither
he did not know. He hid the secret from Sarah his wife. And why did he
hide it from her, if not because he saw that God, who had told him, had
not told her? Thus he perceived, discerning man that he was, that 'What
God has kept hidden from her, it is not proper that I should reveal to her,
lest I become someone who discloses his master's secrets. If God had
known that it would have been advantageous to her to hear, then he
would have told her in the same way as he told me; for he who revealed
the matter to her when Isaac was given to us would have known to tell her
now as well when he is being taken away from us. If God has not done
anything about her now, then I am not going to cast vexation into her
mind; for if I should reveal it while my Lord hides it, then I would be
acting contrary to his will.
- Abraham once again tells Sarah nothing, but this time the homilist puts
hypothetical words into Sarah's mouth in order to illustrate what she might
have said, had her husband told her. This was a favourite device of the
Greek homilists of the fourth and fifth centuries AD, and it is often linked
with hypothetical speeches which the homilist also introduces so as to
indicate what Abraham might have replied to God's seemingly outrageous
command, had his faith and love of God not been so strong. In the unknown
Greek author (fifth century?) designated today as Ephrem Graecus, Abraham
considers it best not to tell Sarah since she would only raise a hullabaloo
and try to hide her son; this writer then goes on to give the lament that Sarah
might have uttered, if Abraham had told her: 7
Do not cut off this single bunch of grapes
the only fruit that we have produced ...
do not harvest the single sheaf that we have borne ...
do not break the staff
upon which we support ourselves ....
More often the homilist explains Abraham's action by attributing to him
considerations such as in the following by Basil, bishop of Seleucia in
Syria, who died c.459:' 'Though she is god-fearing, she is a mother: she
might hide the child, or spoil the offering with her lamentations and tears.
I'll comfort her afterwards.' Some writers of course cannot resist the oppor-

tunity to attribute to the patriarch a display of typical male chauvinism,
alleging female weakness, and so on.
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- A conversation between Sarah and Abraham may be introduced. Where
this is the case, there are two radically different ways in which the scenario
was handled: either Abraham resolutely conceals from Sarah his real intentions, or Sarah manages to extract from her husband his true purpose in
taking off her child. The first of these scenarios is the more common, and
is found in both Jewish and Christian sources, though handled in different
ways. Thus in a number of medieval Jewish writings (Midrash ha-Gadhol,
Sepher ha-Yashar, etc., perhaps based on older sources) Abraham tells
Sarah that he is taking Isaac off to school, to study with Melkizedek, who
is identified as Shem. Isaac's education is at stake, Abraham tells Sarah:'
How long is your son going to be tied to your apron strings? He is already
thirty seven years old and he has not been to school yet. Let him go off
with me, and do you get together some provisions for the journey.
In the Christian homiletic tradition of the fifth and sixth centuries the
emphasis is rather different. An anonymous Syriac Dialogue Poem (Soghitha)
from this period introduces a lively altercation between husband and wife,
with Sarah suspicious from the outset: 10
Sarah says, 'What are you doing there,
splitting that wood which you have in your hands?
Might it be that you are going to sacrifice our son
with that knife which you are sharpening?'
Abram says, 'Sarah, be quiet,
you are already upset, and you are vexing me;
this is a hidden mystery
which those who love only human kind cannot perceive.'
[Sarah] 'You are not aware of how much I borethe pains and birth pangs that accompanied his birth.
Swear to me on him that he will not come to any harm,
for he is my hope. Then take him and go.'
[Abraham] 'The mighty God, in whom I believe,
will act as a pledge to you for me, if you will believe it,
that Isaac your son will quickly return
and you will be comforted by his youthfulness.'
In the first of two anonymous verse homilies on Genesis 22 in Syriac, 11 the
long exchange between Sarah and Abraham at this point takes up over a

fifth of the entire poem. As Sarah sees Abraham and Isaac set off
terror seized her, and she spoke as follows:
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'Where are you taking my only-begotten? Where is the child of my vows
.

?

gomgto· me the secret of your mtentmn,
.
.
Reveal
and s how me the J. oumey on
which you are both going · · · ·
.
.
Why are you not revealing your secret to Sarah your fruthful wl;~
ho in all the hardships of exile has borne tnals along With you.
w
(hnes 14-17).
Abraham tries to fob her off with an evasive reply,
.
'I wish to slaughter a lamb and offer a sacrifice toGo?.
At the fleece" which will come back with us you Will give praise to God
all the more .. .' .
(lines 28-9).
If it is just a sheep that Abraham wants to sacrifice, Sarah retorts, then why
does he have to take off Isaac:

•... Leave the child behind, lest something happen, and untimely death
meet him,
.
for I am being unjustly deprived of the single son to whom I have given
birth.
. th af
h dred
Let not the eye of his mother be darkened, seemg at ter one un
years light has shone out for me.
You are drunk with the love of God- who is your God and my God- and
if he so bids you concerning the child, you would kill him Without
hesitation.'

(lines 34-38).
Abraham's final speech eventually manages to persuade Sarah to let Isaac
go despite all her forebodings.
.
f
The only text of Greek origin to adopt this scenario is a h~m1ly .o
uncertain date which survives only in Coptic translatiOn, where 1! IS attnbuted to Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium (died c.39S)." Here Sarah overhears Abraham's instructions to the two young men who are to accompany
him.· Unaware of the intended victim, Sarah begs to be all?wed to JOin m
with the sacrifice. Abraham is put into a quandary: he 1mag1~es what Sarah
would say if he told her the truth, and so decides to keep h1s mouth sh~t.
Sarah then turns to Isaac and utters the following words, loaded w1th
prophetic irony:
Go, my beloved son, go with your father who has begotten you, and learn
to make offerings to God in this way .... Forthwith, you wJII bend your

knees to him and will throw yourself down on your face to the ground;

I

J
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put your hands behind you, be as one who is bound, until the Good One
may see you from heaven. And you will utter cries to God like a sheep
that is to be led to the slaughter .... And now greet your mother and give
a kiss on my mouth. Go with your father and return also with him in
peace. For I trust that God will guard you and will also bring you both to
me again. He who has given you to me as a present in hope, and who has
called you in hope, will also return you to me. (lines 87-1 07)

and if you are going to build up stones, I will carry them on my
shoulders;
the lock of my white hairs in old age will I provide for his bonds.
But if I cannot go up to see my only son being sacrificed
I will remain at the foot of the mountain until you have sacriftced him
and come back.
(lines 23-30)

In this homily Sarah remains to the last ignorant of Abraham's true
intentions, but great emphasis is given to her own profound faith in God.
Sarah's faith is brought out even more dramatically in the rare texts where
she is portrayed as both aware of, and consenting to, God's bidding to
Abraham. The seeds for this particular development were in fact sown in
Ephrem's Commentary where he adds to the passage quoted above the
following words: 14 '(Had Abraham told her) she would have been beseeching him that she might go and share in his sacrifice, just as he had made her
share in the promise of his birth'. The possibilities raised by such an
approach were taken up in the second of the two Syriac verse homilies on
Genesis 22; 1' this is intriguingly a work for which there is some evidence,
unfortunately ambiguous, that its author was a woman. 16 The writer, who
clearly draws in places on the first verse homily (Memra !) and probably
knows the Soghitha or dialogue poem, has Sarah question her husband
suspiciously as he makes preparations:

Sarah then proceeds to instruct Isaac how to act as the victim; unlike the

Why are you sharpening your knife? What do you intend to slaughter
with it?
This secret today- why have you hidden it from me?
(lines 15-16).
To which Abraham replies with characteristic male condescension:
This secret today - women cannot be aware of.

(line 18).
Sarah's reply is at first heavily dependent on Memra I but towards the end
it develops in an entirely different way:
You are drunk with the love of God, who is the God of gods,
and if he so bids you concerning the child, you will kill him without
hesitation:
let me go up with you to the burnt offering, and let me see my only child
being sacrificed;

if you are going to bury him in the ground, I will dig the hole with my
own hands.

situation in the homily attributed to Amphilochius, she is perfectly aware of
what is to happen:
And if Abraham should actually sacrifice you, stretch out your neck
before his knife;
stretch out your neck like a lamb, like a kid before the shearer.
(lines 35--{i)
Having embraced her son, Sarah hands him over to Abraham, and the pair
set out on their awesome journey.

In the homiletic tradition as described thus far we have two antithetical
attitudes towards Sarah, the one (characteristic of most of the Greek sources)
portraying her in an entirely unsympathetic way and from a purely male
perspective, while the other (found notably in some of the Syriac texts)
shows much more sympathy for her, depicting her faith as at least on a par
with that of Abraham. A single Greek text, the hymn (kontakion) on Abraham
and Isaac by the great Byzantine poet Romanos (early sixth century),
remarkably combines both approaches. 17 First Romanos puts into Abraham's
mouth a hypothetical speech to illustrate what Abraham might have said,
had he not acted immediately in obedience to God's command; in the
course of this he introduces a second hypothetical speech, to illustrate how
Sarah, as a loving mother, might have reacted if she were told of Abraham's
true intentions. Then, in the middle of the poem, imagined speeches dramatically tum into reality, as Abraham suddenly rebukes Sarah:
Do not use words like that, woman, or you will anger God:

he is not asking us for anything that does not belong to him,
for he is simply taking what he earlier gave us.
Do not spoil the sacrificial offering with your lamentations;
do not weep, otherwise you will put a blemish on my sacrifice.
(verse 12)
Sarah's subsequent reply, addressed to Isaac rather than to her husband, is
in a vein which shows that all the imaginary speeches which have previ-
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ously been put in her mouth are entirely unjustified: she assents to the
sacrifice and thereby demonstrates that her faith in God and love for God
are equal to Abraham's:

A little funher on he stresses that he has come with Abraham only because
Sarah's compassion has entrusted him to the Lord, and he returns to the
thought of her again near the end of his long dialogue with Abraham:

If God desires you for life, he will give orders that you live;

he who is the immortal Lord will not kill you.
Now I shall boast: having offered you as a gift
from my womb to him who gave you to me, I shall be blessed."
Go then, my child, and be a sacrifice to God,
go with your father- or rather your slayer.
But I have faith that your father will not become your slayer,
for the Saviour of our souls alone is good.
(verse 14)
ON THE MOUNTAIN
The second point in the narrative of Genesis 22 at which Sarah sometimes
receives (indirect) mention is at the scene of the sacrifice itself. Here the
homily attributed to Amphilochius is the only Greek text to introduce her,
and this comes in God's words to Abraham: 'You indeed have brought the
boy to me here; for her pan, Sarah has not ceased to beseech me about him.
So it is you whom I have honoured, and as for her, I have listened to her, I
have saved the boy in order to return him to both of you as a gift' (lines 27781). Some of the Syriac texts, however, have Isaac speak of his mother.
Thus in the extended dialogue between Isaac and Abraham at the site of the
sacrifice in the Soghitha, Isaac is made to introduce Sarah four separate
times; first Isaac demands!
Show me and explain - if that is possible why you did not reveal to Sarah my mother
the secret between you and the Lord,
and why did you not take a lamb with us?
(verse 19)
Then six stanzas later he comes back to this theme:

If a miracle is about to be accomplished
one at which angels and men will be amazed,
what wrong did my aged mother do you,
seeing that you did not tell her what you were going to do?
(verse 25)
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For three days now Sarah has been sitting
in grief, looking out for us;
offer up the sacrifice as you have been bidden:
why are you doing nothing, but are gazing at me?
(verse 33)
In the second Syriac verse homily (Memra II), by contrast, Isaac reminds
his father:
Sarah was wanting to see me when I was bound like a Iamb,
and she would have wept beside me with laments, and by her tears I
would have received comfon.
0 my mother Sarah, I wish I could see you, and then be sacrificed!
·
(lines 68-70)

THE RETURN HOME
The third place where Sarah may be introduced is at the homecoming. Once
again the biblical narrative is entirely silent on this point, and the majority
of the Christian homilists show no interest in remedying this silence. It is
only some Jewish texts belonging to our general period of the founh to sixth
centuries, and the two Syriac Memre that take up this challenge. Jewish
interest in this episode is readily explainable, given the connection in time
which was seen between it and the death of Sarah. In some sources Sammael
(Satan) arrives at Sarah's door before father and son can get there, and he
maliciously informs Sarah that her husband has sacrificed her only son whereupon she expires from shock." In another account, in the Jewish
homiletic collection known as Pesikta de~Rab Kahana, Sarah also dies from
shock, but this time as a result of Isaac relating to her what had happened:
When Isaac got back to his mother, she asked him: 'My son, what did
your father do to you?' He replied, 'My father took me and led me up
mountains and down the hills below them until he brought me finally to
the top of one mountain where he built an altar, set up a pile of wood,
arranged the kindling, bound me upon the altar, and took the knife into
his hand to slay me. Had not the Holy One said to him "Lay not your hand
upon the lad", I would have been slain.' His mother then said: 'Alas for
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you, son of a mother so hapless that if the Holy One had not said "La
your hand upon the lad", you would have been slain.' Scarcely ha:
fimshed speakmg when her soul left her. (26:3)'"
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A r~markably similar scenario appears in the Syriac Memra I h I
rephes to Sarah's questions about what had occurred as folio~:: ere saac
Why does your mind trouble you?

~od indeed sent the lamb, and Abraham offered it to God in my place

f

e stretched out his hand to the knife, and it reached the very neck
your darhng
o
and had there not been the voice saying 'Abrah
.
the child''
am, raise your hand from
I would yesterday have bee~ killed, and they would have been lo k"
0
for my bones m the fire.
mg
So come now, give glory to him who kept your only son alive for you.
(lines 166-71)
1~1 Memra I Sarah only faints from shock at what her son tells her. Eventua y she recovers herself and gives Isaac a proper welcome home.
h Memra II mtroduces a qmte extraordinary new twist to the episode of th
omecommg whereby Sarah, s faith is tested a second time in a horrifi~
way. The highly-charged passage deserves quoting at length:
?nee he had arrived and reached home Abraham said to his son:
0 my son, please stay back for a little: I wiil go in and return to
mother,
your
and I will see how she receives me; I will spy out her mind and her
thought.'
The old man ':"turned and entered in peace: Sarah rose up to receive him

~~ ~rought him a bowl to wash his feet and she began to say as follows:
e come, blessed old man, husband who has loved God·
.
welcome, 0 happy one, who has sacrificed my child on the pyre·
wel~ome, 0 slaughterer, who did not spare the body of my on!; child

Mayfth~ soul of my only child be accepted, for he hearkened to the words

o hiS mother.
If only I were an eagle, or had the speed of a turtle-dove
so that I might go and behold that place where my o~ly child
beloved, was sacnficed
' my

that I ':"ight see the place ~f his ashes, and see the site of his bindin
g,
and brmg back a httle of his blood to be comforted by its smell.
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t
I had some of his hair to place somewhere inside my clothes, and when
grief overcame me I placed it over my eyes.
I had some of his clothes, so that I might imagine him, putting them in
front of my eyes,
and when suffering sorrow overcame me I gained relief through gazing
upon them.
If only I could behold his pyre, and the place where his bones were burnt,
and could bring a little of his ashes, and gaze on them always and be
comforted.'
And as she stood, her heart mourning, her mind and thought intent,
greatly upset with emotion, her mind dazed as she grieved,
the child suddenly returned, entering safe and sound. Sarah arose to
receive him,
she embraced him and kissed him amid tears, and began to address him
as follows:
'Welcome, my son, my beloved, welcome, child of my vows,
welcome, o corpse come to life .... '

(lines 94-128)
The author of this remarkable verse homily has, through her or his highly
imaginative treatroent of the theme, successfully made Sarah - who never
receives a single mention in the biblical account - the true heroine of the
Akedah. Abraham's faith is indeed tested, but Sarah's is tested twice over,
and each time she emerges from the ordeal with immense dignity. Although
the person of Sarah is introduced into a number of much later literary
treatments of this biblical episode," none of them, to my knowledge,
depicts her with such boldness, insight and sympathy.
The primary concern of this essay has been simply to present some
unusual perceptions of a prominent biblical figure, taken from a littleknown area of early Jewish and Christian literature. Their interest lies in the
sharp contrast we discover here between the essentially male-oriented por-

trayal of Sarah that is found in the Jewish and the early Greek Christian
homiletic traditions and the much more sensitive handling of her character
in the Syriac writers (and above all in second of the two verse homilies,
Memra II). Do these unusual perceptions reflect a more affirmative attitude
to women within the early Syriac Christian society? Certainly there are
some indications that women may have played a more prominent role in
church life in the earliest (but alas extremely obscure) period, and in some
early Syriac literature we encounter an astonishing profusion of feminine
imagery, but by the fifth century (from when the texts presented here
probably date), the situation had changed, and women had become largely
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~arginalised in this society" - which makes the treatment of Sarah i
memra II all the more remarkable.
n
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The purpose of this chapter is to examine the development of the different
forms of religious commitment expressed by women who lived in the
Byzantine Empire between the sixth and eleventh centuries AD - a development predicated on their gradual exclusion from displays of public religiosity. Over this long period, as the Church consolidated its organisation
through an administration grafted on to Roman imperial government, the
ecclesiastical hierarchy of male bishops effectively excluded women from
prominent public positions. This development can be traced through canonical rulings laid down at oecumenical and local church councils, which
defined the Christian practice appropriate for women. It is also documented
by women's participation in religious activities as recorded in a variety of
sources, especially hagiographical.
In this process of exclusion, the seventh century marks an important
stage. At the Council in Trullo held in 691/2 in Constantinople, restrictions
additional to those that already existed on the public behaviour of women
were decreed. The long-term consequences of these measures can be seen
in the more private forms of devotion adopted by Byzantine women in the
following mediaeval centuries.
In order to investigate this process. it is necessary to examine the legacy
of early Christian practice and the models of female religious commitment
inherited by Byzantine women. This forms the first section. It is also
essential to establish the pattern vf female life structures in the Byzantine
period, within which women expressed their religiosity. These two sections
precede the analysis of the gradual restriction of public roles for women and
the growth of private forms of worship. It must be said, however, that a
central problem exists in analysing the inheritance from the early Christian
period. It is preserved in the generally misogynistic terms of male authors,
who reveal their assumptions and self-consciousness clearly. 1 Unfortunately, very little written by women survives to reveal female selfconsciousness. The account by Perpetua of her arrest ri.nd prison-stay as she
awaited death is a notable exception. In the main, early Christian writings
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